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Brass Instruments A brass instrument (often British English
spelling is "brass" but "brass-plated" or "brass-lined") is a

musical instrument made of an oblong, circular or near-circular
body, usually hollow, with a resonator. The term brass comes

from an old practice of "polishing" or "brassing up" instruments
using a brass smooth faced tool. Most brass instruments produce

sound by striking a reed or other vibrating object against a
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surface at the other end of the instrument. Brass instruments are
made from different materials, mainly brass, copper, bronze,
copper alloys, and nickel silver and zinc silver. The musical
tuning of a brass instrument depends on its construction. In

general, a brass instrument should not be tuned to a note below
B. This includes percussion instruments that have resonators, as

well as wind instruments such as trumpets and bugles. Brass
instruments include trombones, valve trombones, euphoniums,

tubas, baritones, tubas, French horns, cornets, trumpets, and
horns. Brass instruments, especially horns, are important in many
types of music, including classical, jazz, and ethnic, country, and
pop music. Brass instrumentation is also used to provide color in

some classical and musical theatre orchestrations. Brass
instruments are part of the standard orchestral instrumentations,

whether on stage or in a concert hall. The musical instrument
classification system devised by E. T. Emmet in 1892 makes the
acronym BTRIMP for "brass (tube), reed (pipe) or metal (plate),

and pitch (reed) or key (pipe)". Classification of Brass
Instruments The primary function of the brass instrument is to
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produce sound. There are four main categories of brass
instruments: percussion (toms, bells, etc.), wind (low and high
pitched horns, trumpets, flugelhorns, trombones, euphoniums,

and tubas), brass (both low and high pitched) and hybrid (single
reed instruments, such as the clarinet or bassoon). Other minor

categories include slide instruments (as in the violin family). The
newer terms brass bass, brass quintet, brass quintet trombone and
brass quintet brass are used to refer to brass instruments in this
category. Wind instruments Wind instruments include: Brass

instruments Bassett horns (low
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